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I first was informed about the tech tool VoiceThread by Jen and I thought it would be a great 
one to use in my Studio Art class. I also found some sweet articles on VoiceThread from my 
PLN: www.edutopia.org. Voicethread is an online collaborative multimedia slideshow. Students 
can log on and comment on a media that a teacher posts (video, photograph, writing, slideshow, 
documents, etc.) Students can comment in a variety of ways such as voice recording, writing, or 
video.  
 
My Color Theory Painting VoiceThread:   
https://voicethread.com/share/13067980/ 
 
VoiceThread Evaluation  
 
 I created a VoiceThread for my Studio Art class as a part of my introduction critique to 
our Acrylic Color Theory project. My students can comment on my media (my painting) with 
what they notice about color and contrast. This is also a great pre-assessment for me to know 
how to approach the skill level in this project. I selected this tool because after exploring it a bit, I 
knew that it could work well with my types of assignments I give in class. Specifically 
VoiceThread could work well for critique in art class and practicing our observation skills. In my 
classes we look at all types of art! Our own art, eachothers’ art, famous art, and my art. I like 
VoiceThread because lately I have been dealing a lot with the fact that I have such a variety of 
various learning styles within my classroom. VoiceThread allows for my students to approach 
the media to what is individualistic to them. It allows this in a simple and clean way digitally 
which also makes my teacher life a lot easier.  
 At first, it was difficult to understand Voicethread. But after a bit I got the hang of it. The 
only down (ish) side of VoiceThread is that all my students have to make accounts to comment. 
Which initially felt like a lot of work with my huge classes, and what if a student does not have a 
laptop or phone? I know our school does provide laptops but I would have to require students to 
bring laptops which is a little different than our current art class norm. But I can change that, 
especially if it is for a positive reason like to use VoiceThread for an art critiqueJ  
 
Tech Tool Connection to the Literature  
 
 VoiceThread relates to the TPACK model. Learning about VoiceThread has helped me 
as a teacher strengthen the “T” model in my practice. I am simply developing myself as a more 
technologically based teacher by learning about tech tools such as VoiceThread. VoiceThread 
also helps me help my students develop 21st century skills because it allows my students to 
access content in their own way, fostering independence and self-directed learning. 
VoiceThread (T) uses the TPACK model as I am incorporating my own pedagogical (P) pieces 
about my content (C) of art.  
 VoiceThread also hits the A or M in the SAMR Model.  VoiceThread is a direct 
substitution for other traditional avenues to critiquing art. In addition to that it allows students to 
access the content in their individualized learning style. It redesigns a class task into something 
more effective for my students. 
 VoiceThread aslo meets many ISTE standards. It meets 1. Empowered Learner B. 
Students build networks and customize their learning environments in ways that support the 
learning process and C. students use technology to seek feedback that informs and improves 



their practice and to demonstrate their learning in a variety of ways. It also meets all of the 
standards under Knowledge Constructor and other ISTE standards, too.  
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